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Imagine that John and Paul meet. John has apples and
wants bananas. Paul wants apples but doesn't have bananas. In monetary economies, this problem is solved by Paul
giving John money in exchange for apples. John then uses
the money to buy bananas from someone else—let's say
George. If John doesn't give the apples to Paul, then John
doesn't get the money and can't buy the bananas from
George.
This scenario demonstrates that addingfiat money to
an economy expands the set of allocations available in the
economy. In this sense, money is a technological innovation, just as much as the train or the steam engine is.
But, of course, unlike those devices, money itself is intrinsically useless. So, what technological role does money
actually play? In terms of the reallocation of intrinsically
valuable resources, we can think of the scenario above as
a situation in which John is considering making Paul a gift
of apples. If John makes the gift, George will give him bananas in the future; if John doesn't make the gift, George
won't give him the bananas. The money that John receives
from Paul and offers to George is merely a way to let
George know that John has fulfilled his societal obligations
and given Paul his gift of apples.
Thus, monetary economies can be viewed as merely
large interlocking networks of gifts. If agents in the economy know the history of all gifts, then any allocation of resources achievable in the economy with money is achievable without it. George, for example, can react to different
2

histories of John's gift-giving in the same way that he reacts to John having different amounts of money.
This analysis leads to a simple conclusion: If the function performed by money can be superseded by a perfect
historical record of transactions, then money's only technological role must be to provide that record. In other words,
money is a form of record keeping, or societal memory.
I make this argument formally by considering the three
standard paradigms of fiat money: the overlapping generations, turnpike, and search models. In each of these models, I create a new economy by removing the money and
replacing it only with a historical record of all transactions,
a history known to all agents. I do not provide agents with
any additional ability to enforce contracts. I show that in
each of the models the original monetary allocation is still
achievable as an equilibrium in the new environment with
perfect societal memory. I conclude that the only technological role of money is to provide a (possibly limited)
form of societal memory of transactions.
My argument demonstrates the vacuity of the three
standard explanations of the role of fiat money in an econ*This article is a less technical presentation of the ideas in the author's article,
"Money is Memory," which is forthcoming in the Journal of Economic Theory © 1998.
The article appears here with the permission of Academic Press. The author thanks Rao
Aiyagari, V. V. Chari, Dean Corbae, Ed Green, Larry Jones, Ned Prescott, Neil Wallace,
Ruilin Zhou, and especially Barbara McCutcheon for helpful conversations. The author
also thanks Kathy Rolfe for excellent editorial assistance.
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omy: money acts as a store of value, a medium of ex- one else, the agent's balance and capacity for receiving fuchange, and a unit of account. From a technological point ture gifts both drop. In the monetary economy, money is
of view, we can see that none of these functions really re- merely a physical way of maintaining this balance sheet.
quire money. Money does not represent a new way for so- Note that the gift-giving game differs from the moneciety to accumulate wealth. Money does not reduce the tary economy in only two respects. One is that in the giftcosts of transferring resources from one person to another. giving game, money does not exist. The other is that in the
There is no immediate technological reason that money gift-giving game, all agents know about all past transacshould be a better numeraire than other goods. The tradi- tions. Thus, the gift-giving game does not introduce any
tional explanations for the presence of money in an econ- means of enforcement or contracting that don't exist in the
omy are more descriptive of its functions than explanatory. monetary economy.3 Technologically, then, money is, inThe true explanation for money's presence is that money deed, a form of societal memory.
is a record-keeping device.
I am not thefirst to notice that money has a record- . . . And in Three Standard Models
keeping role; anyone who makes an argument along these Now I will apply this general argument to three standard
lines has to acknowledge an enormous debt to the work of paradigms of fiat money: an overlapping generations modRobert Townsend (1987,1989,1990). Townsend has stud- el, a turnpike model, and a search model.41 will show that
ied several environments in which the optimal arrange- money is a perfect mnemonic device in thefirst two types
ments feature monetary tokens that help agents remember of model, but is severely limited in this role in the third.
trading histories.1 Other researchers [among them, Joseph Overlapping Generations Models
Ostroy (1973), Robert Lucas (1980), and Rao Aiyagari and I begin with an overlapping generations model similar to
Neil Wallace (1991)] have noted, as I emphasize here, that the one originally described by Paul Samuelson (1958). I
fiat money helps keep track of past transactions. In contrast
to those researchers, though, I emphasize the generality show that in this type of model, any monetary equilibrium
and the singularity of money's record-keeping role. My
point is a twisted version of Milton Friedman's famous dictum: Money is always and everywhere a mnemonic phe- 'Townsend (1987) terms money a communication technology because it lets individuals credibly communicate aspects of their trading and production histories to other
nomenon.
agents. I prefer the more specific term societal memory, but we are referring to the sam
The Argument in G e n e r a l . . .

Again, the general line of argument runs as follows. Take
any economy in which money circulates. Remove the
money, and replace it with a history of all transactions in
the economy, a history known to all agents. At each point
in time, allow an agent to make gifts to anyone who is a
potential trading partner in the monetary economy. The
monetary equilibrium allocation is, then, an equilibrium allocation in the gift-giving economy, or game.2
The logic behind this argument is that with a record of
past transactions, we can construct strategies in the giftgiving game that correspond to what happens in the monetary economy. In the monetary economy, whenever an
agent gives up consumption, that agent receives a sum of
money which can be used to purchase consumption in the
next period. Analogously, in the gift-giving game, an
imaginary balance sheet is kept for each agent. When an
agent gives consumption to someone else, the giver's balance rises, and so does that agent's capacity for receiving
future gifts. When an agent gets consumption from some-

function. The most precise term is probably public access database: money is essentially
an informational storage device that allows all individuals access to records of certain
aspects of trading histories.
2Throughout, I restrict attention to model economies in which preferences and technology are common knowledge. The main result can easily be extended to economic environments in which an agent has private information about some random variable (like
income or productivity or preference type) that is independently and identically distributed over time. However, as Ed Green and Ned Prescott have emphasized to me, in
the presence of private information aboutfixed attributes, some monetary equilibria may
not be achievable as gift-giving equilibria when agents know the full history of trades.
For example, suppose I have a genetic predisposition to heart disease, and my
trading partner is a health insurance provider. If my partner knows my full history of
medical purchases, it might be able to infer that I have this genetic predisposition and
be unwilling to provide insurance. From an ex ante point of view, this failure to provide
insurance is suboptimal. Money holdings, in contrast, typically cannot convey enough
information to destroy insurance possibilities.
31 assume that monetary economies have no external enforcement of societal allocations of resources (technically, that agents have to satisfy sequential, individual rationality constraints). I have two reasons for making this assumption. In the environments I study, the existence of this external enforcement would imply that neither money
nor memory allows society to obtain any Pareto improvements in the allocations of resources. [For elaboration, see the work of Mark Huggett and Stefan Krasa (1996) and
my forthcoming article in the Journal of Economic Theory, on which this Quarte
Review article is based.] The other reason for my assumption is that when intrinsically
useless tokens are used for record-keeping purposes in environments with external enforcement, those tokens resemble bonds rather than money. I will discuss that situation
in the last section.
4For more complete descriptions of the overlapping generations and turnpike models, see Thomas Sargent's 1987 textbook.
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